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In this paper we consider a version of the biased voter model in S, the set of all subsets of h, in 
which the recovery rates, S,, XEZ, are i.i.d. random variables and A >O is fixed. We prove a 
result about the convergence of the probability of survival of the process when A tends to the 
critical value A,. As a corollary we find that the critical exponent, p, associated with survival 
probability is cc in contrast to the nonrandom case in which 0 = 1. 
biased voter model * random environment * random walk * critical exponent * probability of 
survival 
1. Introduction 
The Biased Voter Model in a Random Environment (Biased VMRE) is a particle 
system with state space S, the set of all subsets of Z. The state at time t, &, is the 
set of voters for a particular issue or candidate. The voter x E Z is influenced by the 
voter y E Z with rate Ap(x, JJ), A > 0 fixed, if x has opinion “against” and y has 
opinion “for”, and with rate 6,p(x, y) if x has opinon “for” and y has opinion 
“against”. Here p(x, y) = 4 for y E {x - 1, x + 1) and the 6,‘s, x E Z, are assumed to 
be independent and identically distributed random variables with 0 < a0 < cc w.p. 1. 
A nice property of Biased VMRE that makes it easy to analyze is that if 5, is the 
process starting at {0}, then for all t 3 0, the set 5, is an interval. Any voter with the 
same opinion as his neighbors cannot change. The boundaries of tr, 1, = inf 5, and 
T, = sup 5, are random walks, in slightly different random environments, which move 
independently until they reach each other. From the site x E Z, r, (respectively 1,) 
jumps one unit to the right (respectively left) at rate A or one unit to the left 
(respectively right) at rate 6,. Therefore the Biased VMRE, &, and the RWRE’s, 1, 
and r,, satisfy 
{ 5, # 0 for all r Z 0} = {I, C r, for all t 2 O}. 
Let i-7 = sup eT, where ,$ is the Biased VMRE starting with ,$ = (-00,0]. Since 
.$ is never empty, rT is a RWRE for all t 2 0. From results of Solomon (1975) we 
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know that there is a constant a(h), depending on A, so that 
rT/t+ff(A) a.e. as t-00, 
where 
>O if A > E(6,), 
Q(A) 
( 
=0 if (E(l/&)))‘<A < E(6,), 
<O if A < (E( l/6,)))‘, 
and 
02 
r?(t)+ _-oo 
{ 
a.e. for A > exp{E log I&,}, 
a.e. for A < exp{E log S,}. 
A simple coupling result (see Durrett, 1980, 1988) shows that on the set R,, = {I, G r, 
for all t 2 0}, r, = r: for all t 2 0, and so 
r,/t+a(A) a.e. on 0, as t+oo. 
Moreover if rT + --00 a.e. then P,,,,,,(&) = 0 and if rT+ cc a.e. then there is a 
positive probability that the process survives. The constant (Y(A) is usually called 
the edge speed of the process. 
Define the critical values 
A, = inf{A > 0: F’,,~6,,(0,) > 0 {a,}-a.e.} and A,, = inf{A > 0: a(A) > O}. 
It follows from the results of Solomon (1975), quoted above that 
A,=exp{E(ln 6,)) and A,, = E(6,). 
When 6,, is a constant A, = A,, = a,, but when a,, is random, it follows from Jensen’s 
Inequality that A, < A,,. 
The probability of survival, P,,16,1(0,,), d ecreases as ALA, and the main question 
we will consider is how fast 
P ,,~S,~(fL) = P,,,s~,(~, < rr for all t 2= 0) 
goes to zero when ALA,. By results of Solomon (1975) we know that the random 
environment “slows down” the random walk and that the barely supercritical process 
does not grow linearly. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect an exponential decay 
for the probability of survival of the process for {&}-a.e. Our result is the following. 
Theorem 1. Zfh =(l+e)A,, then 
That is, the left-hand side is bounded below and above by random variables that 
converge in distribution, as E --f 0, to random variables taking values in (-CO, 0). 
As a corollary, we have that the critical exponent /3, defined by 
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is co {a,}-a.e. This result is in sharp contrast with the behavior P,(fla?) = E, in the 
nonrandom case (see Durrett, 1988) and also differs from a result of J.T. Chayes 
and L. Chayes, which shows, for a large class of systems in nonrandom environment, 
that PG 1. 
The proof of Theorem 1 will be carried out in two steps. To get a lower bound 
we observe that 
P h,f6,)(fIm)2 PA,f8,F(I,SOGr, for all ts0). 
This reduces the problem to considering Biased VMRE on a half line where there 
is only one boundary that moves like a RWRE. The upper bound is more difficult. 
We have to consider the model on Z which has two boundaries moving in slightly 
different random environments. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 
2.1. Lower bound 
Let t: be the process on S+, the set of all subsets of Zt = (0, 1,2, . . .}, with initial 
state (0) and flip rates given by 
4x9 A) = A(1 -LA(X)) / _E,= ~A(u)+&~A(x) ,“_I= (l-lA(~)) 
UY 1 1 
where lA(x) = 1 (respectively 0) if x E A (respectively x @ A), 6,) x E Z+, are positive 
independent and identically distributed random variables with O< 6, <OO and 
A E St. For any t >O, the process 6: is either 0 or an interval of the type [0, y], 
for some y > 0. Therefore the right boundary 
r,=supt:+; 
evolves like a RWRE until it reaches the absorbing state -4. We set sup 0 = -1. Call 
(T,,),,~,, the discrete-time RWRE imbedded in Y,, with state space E+ = (-4, $, $, . . .} 
and transition probabilities 
P~(r,=x+~Ir,~,=x+t)=A/(A+6,)=1-P,(r,=x-~Ir,_,=x-t~) 
for x E Z’ and 
Ph(r,=-41rn_,=-$)=1. 
For convenience, we have omitted the subscript {S,} from the probability sign. 
The main result of this section is the following. 
Lemma 2. Let A = (1 + &)A, where A, = exp{ E(log 6,)). Then 
E log Ph (r, > 0 for all n 2 0) 5 -sup( aB, - t) as E + 0 
r30 
where B, is a Brownian motion with mean zero and unit variance, w2 = Var(1og 6,) 
and (%) means convergence in distribution. 
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Proof. Note that since (r,,),, -” is a Birth and Death chain, the probability above 
can be written in terms of A and 8,‘s x E h’, as 
P,(r,>O for all nZO)= l+ f (i&J,.. 
[ 
-1 
. &/A .+I) 
X=0 1 
(see Hoe1 et al., 1972). Therefore we will prove that 
& log 1+ ; (6”6,. . 
[ 
.&/A’+‘) 
Y=o 1 
=--~logP~(r~>Oforall na0) (1) 
is bounded below and above by random functions that converge in distribution to 
SUP,~“(~~, - f). 
(a) Lower bound. Let 
Y, = log 6,_, -log A,., S,,= i YA, 
h I 
forn=1,2 ,..., S,,=Oand 
(P*(00)=1-t ; (6,,6,. . . &/A”+‘). 
h=I 
Then, S, is a sum of i.i.d. r.v.‘s with mean zero and variance a’= Var(1og &,) and 
for A =(l+&)h,, E>O, 
& log (P,, (00) = E log 
[ 
1+ i eXp{ s,, - n lOg( 1+ E)} 
n ~1 I 
2 & sup{ S,, - n log( 1+ E)}. 
n -0 
(2) 
To obtain the limit in ditribution for the expression above, define for t 2 0 and 
E > 0, the random function 
xF(t)=E(S,,,‘-(t/&Z)log(l+&)) 
when t/e”E Z’ and defined by linear interpolation for the remaining points. In 
terms of X,(t), (2) can be rewritten as 
6 log (PA (co) 2 sup x, ( t), (3) 
, -0 
and since S, is a sum of i.i.d. r.v.‘s with mean zero and variance (T’ then, as F + 0, 
d 
X,.(t) + aB, - t. 
Now, observe also that for all N > 0 and x > 0, 
SP sup X,(t)zx (4) 
0-1‘ N 
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Since the sup over a finite interval is a continuous function, we have that 
sup x,(t): sup (uB,-f) as F+O 
OG,G N “G,%N 
(see Billingsley, 1968). Therefore 
lim limP(~~~~~X,(f)rl)=~~~P(os~~~(~~,-t)>x) N+rn c-0 
= P sup((TB, - t) > x 
( r-0 > 
since the events {supoGr< N(aB, - 1) > x} are increasing in N. 
On the other hand, log( 1 + F) 3 $E for 8 < F” so 
i 
supX,(t)>x 
l>N I 1 
= &sup(S,,F~-_(t/F2)log(l+&)~x 
IZN 
c & sup(S,,.~-(t/&2)(~&)BX 
1 ,aN 
Taking n = t/E2 and m = N/ ~~ we have 
(5) 
supX,(t)~x ~{S~,_~~(f/e~)(f~) for some 1~ N} 
t>N 
= (JmS,/n ~~JN for some n 3 m}, 
which implies, by using Kolmogorov’s inequality (Chung, 1974) for m E [2k, 2k+‘], 
that 
=32g2/N+0 as rn+oo and N+w. 
By (4)-(6) we conclude that 
(6) 
$_n P 
( 
supX,(t)~x 
> ( 
= P sup(aB, - t) 2 x 
> 12” 12” 
(7) 
and 
& log (PA (a) 1 sup X, ( t ) : sup( UB, - t) as E + 0. (8) 
120 I20 
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(b) Upper bound. Using the same notation as in (a), we will show that 
&logcp,(co)~supX,(t)+Y(&) 
,?” 
d 
where Y(.s)+O as ~‘0. 
Let 
M, = sup{S, - n log( 1+ E)} = SUP{S,,,‘- (f/&2) log( 1+ F)}. 
II=” I --,I 
where S,, t E R+, is defined by linear interpolation. Let, also, 
T,=sup{n>O:S,-nlog(l+&)>-;ne} 
=sup{t/s2~O: S,,$- (t/&2)log(l+&)>-~t/E}. 
Then 
~log~,(co)=~log 1-t g 
[ 
exp{S,,,z-(t/a2)log(l+.s)} 
(I/F?=1 1 
SF log[ T, exp{M.)+[:em’12’ dt] 
< F log[ T, exp{ M, } + 2~1. 
Now, for each fixed F > 0, (S, -n log( 1 + E)) . IS a sum of i.i.d. r.v.‘s with mean 
(-log( 1 + E)) and finite variance c2. Therefore, by the law of the large numbers, 
(S,-nlog(l+~))/n+-log(l+s) a.e. 
as n + cc which implies 
P(M,<co)=l. 
Moreover, 
T,=sup{n~O:S,~n(log(l+~)-is)} 
and since S,/ n + 0 a.e. as n + a, by the law of large numbers, then 
P(]S,( > n6 i.0.) = 0 
for S>O (see Chung, 1974) and 
P(T,<co)=l. 
Clearly, M, and T, are greater than or equal to zero with probability one and we 
can write 
E log (PA(a)< E log[(T,+E)exp{M,}-E exp{M,}+2&] 
~&log[(T,+~)exp{M,}+~] 
=~M,+~[log(T,+&)+log(l+e/((T,+~)exp{M,}))] (9) 
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31 
EM, = sup X,(t) : sup( (TB, - t) as E + 0, 
120 1=0 
by (7). So to conclude the proof of Lemma 2, we have to show that 
Y(~)=.s[log(T,+~)+log(l+~/((T,+~)exp{M,}))]~O as E-+O 
or equivalently that E’ T, converges in distribution, as E + 0, to some finite, strictly 
positive random variable. To prove this, note that for every x > 0, 
P(E*T~~x)=P(S,,~~-(~/E~)~~~(~+E)~-~~/E forsome ~/.z~~x/E~) 
E~~~(l/t)S,,,~~(log(l+&)/&-a) 
> 
. 
Moreover, for N 2 x, 
and for m = (l/~‘) E [2k, 2k+‘] and n = t/E’, 
by (6). By using the same bounds as in (4) and by letting e + 0 and N + 0 we conclude 
lim limP(&*T,>x)=P y2:(l/t)crB,a$ . 
N+uc F-0 > 
(10) 
Note that since B, 5 tB,,,, i.e., B, and tB,/, have the same distribution, 
= 2( 1 - @(3~‘%/(4a))), 
where @ is the standard Normal distribution. Then E*T, converges in distribution 
to a finite strictly positive random variable and 
& 1% (PA (a) s sup x,(t) + Y(E) -1: sup( (TB, - t) as E + 0. 
,-_O fZll 
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Putting together the results in (a) and (b) we conclude that 
E log ‘pA (Co) : sup(aB, - t) as F + 0, 
I -0 
or equivalently, by (I), 
e lOgP,(r,>O for all n30): -sup(aB,-t) as F+O. 0 (11) 
I -0 
To finish the proof of the lower bound for PA(&) we now consider the Biased 
VMRE 57 on S-, the set of subsets of Z- = (0, -1, -2,. . .}, starting at {0}, with the 
absorbing state $3 and flip rates 
c(x,A)=h(I-la(x)), _c,= 
UI 1 
I&)+&IA(X), _T,= (I-I,(u)) 
UY I 
for x E Z- and A E S\(B). 
Call l,, the discrete-time RWRE imbedded in 57 with state space E- = 
(4, -$, -$, . . .} and transition probabilities 
P* (l,,+, =x+~~r,=x-~)=6,/(h+6,)=1-P*(I,+,=x-~~z,=x-:) 
for ZGZ- and 
P* (In+, = 511, =$= 1. 
Now, 
P,(I,<Oforall n>O)= lt f (6,,6_,. 
( > 
-1 
. &,)/A \-+I 
1 =o 
and by the symmetry of B, we have that 
EIOgpA(~,<OfOrdl n~o)~-SUp(rrB,-f)~Iri~(rrB,-f). 
,z=O 
Finally, using the fact that 57 and (7 are independent Biased VMRE, we obtain 
P,(R,)SP,(r,>O for all n3O)P,(Z,<O for all na0) 
and 
E log P,(&)z &[iOg PA(r,, >o for all naO)+lOg PA(l,, <o for all n so)] 
Ji -sup( uB, - t) + min( oB, - t) as E + 0. (12) 
I 3 0 I s 0 
2.2. Upper bound 
Let 5, be the Biased VMRE defined in the Introduction and 
1, = inf 5, and r, = sup 5,. 
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Recall that r, and Z, are random walks in a slightly different random environment. 
That is, we assume that r, and 1, are RWRE’s on the set Z +4 = {. . . , -3, -$, $,s, . . .}, 
starting at i and -$ respectively, which jump from a site x E Z +i to x + 1 with 
probability A/ (A + 6,) and 6,/( A + 6,) respectively. Since 
F log PA (0,) = E log P,, (I, < r, for all t 3 0), (13) 
we want an upper bound for the probability on the right side that converges, as 
E + 0, to a negative random variable. 
Let V be the real-valued function defined by: 
V(y)-V(y-l)=log(6,/h) ifyE{ . . . . -2,-1,1,2 ,..., }, V(0) = 0, 
and for the remaining points, y E Iw, V(y) is defined by linear interpolation. The 
construction of V is taken from Sinai (1982). Now, for F = l/log n, i.e., for A = 
(l+ l/log n)A,, and a2= E(log(6,/A,))2 we have that 
d 
V(tlog2n)/logn+~B,-_ as n+co, 
by Donsker’s theorem, where B, is a two-sided Brownian motion with zero mean, 
unit variance and with B, = 0. Also, by Skorokhod’s theorem we can find random 
variables V,, n = 1,2, . . . , and W on the same probability space, say (E, 9, P), such 
that 
V,(y log2 n)/log n g V(y log2 n)/log n, W(t) : aB,- t 
and, with probability one, 
Vn(Y log2 n)/log n + WY) (14) 
as n + co. Having presented the results that allow us to trade the convergence in 
distribution for a convergence with probability one, we now seek for a convenient 
upper bound for the probability in (13). 
Let r(m) and Z(m) be the discrete-time version of the RWRE’s r(t) and 1(t) 
respectively, and let r(m)/log2 n and I(m)/log’ n be the respective normalized 
RWRE’s. Suppose r(m) and I(m) are independent and assume that the environment 
w,EE is such that 
a(%) = W(%, m) = [n$] W(W”, t), (Isa) 
A(wJ = W(wO, M) = [my, W(wO, t), (15b) 
m. 
forsome m<O<M. 
Let E, be the event such that r(m)/log2 n reaches (M +p) before (m -p) or 
Z(m)/log2 n reaches (m -p) before (M + p), with p > 0. By the definition of the 
function V, we know that PA (E,) is small since on the interval (m, M), r( m)/log2 n 
prefers to reach m before M while I(m)/log2 n prefers to “go up” and reach M 
before m. Moreover E”, implies that r(m)/log2 n hits l(m)/log2 n and we have 
(l/log n) log p,.q(&) d (I/log n) log P,,,&E,). (16) 
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So, we prove that if o0 satisfies (15), the probability on the right-hand side of (16) 
is bounded above, as n + ~0, by a negative random variable. Then we show that 
almost every w admits such a choice of m and M. 
Let 
U(x)=inf{maO: I(m)=x}, T(z) = inf{ rn 2 0: r(m) = z}, 
and for WOE E satisfying (15), call 
m,=[(m-p)log2n] and M,,=[(M+p)log’n]. 
Then, by the definition of the event E,, 
P(L?~)~P(CJ(m,-$)< U(M,-I) or T(m,+$)> T(M,,+$)) 
SP(U(m,-$)< U(M,-+))+P(T(m,+$)> T(M,+;)). (17) 
For convenience we omit the subscript A and w0 from the probability sign, as long 
as they remain fixed. 
The two probabilities on the right of (17) are easy to calculate (see Hoe1 et al., 
1972), 
where 
and 
where 
Let 
P( U(m, -$) < U(M, -i)) 
Ll, ..,M,,-ml S(Y) fw-vn(y)l 
=exp{-V,(m,+l)}+~~._n,,,+ ,...., M,, , .h) ev-V,,b)l 
A/S,. if y<O, 
s(y)= &,/A if y>O, 
0 if y = 0, 
P(T(m,+$)> T(M,+$)) 
ew{K(m, + l)l+Cy=nl,,+I,...,pl S’(Y) exp{V,(y)} 
=exp{~~(m,+l)}+C~~_,,,,,+,,. .,+, s’(y)exp{V,(y)I 
&,/A if y < 0, 
s’(y)= 
1 
h/6, if y>O, 
0 if y = 0. 
k, = min f&, k2 = max 6,, 
(18) 
(19) 
and let k be a constant that may change from line to line. By (18) and (19) we have 
P(U(m, -i)< u(M, -3) 
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~ GM + p) log2 nev{-_(miqo,M+pl W(y) - F) log n] 
k, exp{-(minI,-,,M+,l WY) - ~1 log n] 
= k(M+p) log2 n exp a-tOmJn,, W(y)+2.5 
, J 
and 
P(T(m,+$> T(M,+;)) 
~ k21m -PI log’ n exp{(max+,Ul WY) + E) 1% n> 
k, exp{(maxI,p,,M+,l WY)+&) log n) 
=klm-pllog’nexp A-,myO, W(y)-2.5 logn . 
m . > 1 
To obtain the above upper bounds, we replace the numerator by its largest possible 
value and the sum in the denominator by its largest term. Substituting the results 
above in (17) we obtain 
(l/log n) log P(&) S max ,O,M+p, W(Y); ,,m_apl(o, W(Y) -A 
where 
Y(n)=(l/logn)(log(m-p)+log(M+p)+log(log2n))+0 asn+cO, 
and we conclude that 
lim (l/log n) log P(&) G max a - min 
n+m 1 [,j,M+p, w(y); ,,m_apl(o] W(y)-A I . 
To generalize the result above to a.e. w, call an interval I(w) = [m, M], with 
M < 0 < M, good for W(w, . ) if condition (15) is satisfied by this choice of m and 
M. Also, write 
C = {w: for every m < 0 < M, I(w) is not good for W(w, .)}. 
We want to prove that P(C) = 0. 
Let R = ( W_,, W,), s > 0, be a two-dimensional Brownian motion and let 9: = 
n u,. a(&; 0~ s G u) be the germ a-field, where o(B,; 0~ s s u) is the a-field 
generated by {B,; 0 s s s u}. Also, let A,, and D, be the events 
and 
(204 
D, = inf 
[hf/41 
W(s) 3 inf 
[o,f/nl 
W(s) . I (2Ob) 
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Then 
lim inf(A, u D,) E %: 
n 
and 
liminf(A,,uD,) 
n > 
(21) 
(22) 
So, if we prove that 
P (( lim inf(A, u II,,) >O, n 
the Blumenthal O-l law (Durrett, 1984) will imply that 
P(C)=O. 
To prove this, note that for all a, b E R, a < 0 < b, 
P(Az n D”,) = P 
( 
sup W(s)< sup W(s); ,_i3,f,, W(s)< inf W(s) 
[-f/O1 I&r/n1 [O,f/~~l > 
2P sup W(s)< b/v&< sup W(s); 
[ -l/n,01 [o.f/nl 
= P inf W(s)< a/v%; sup W(s)c b/A 
( r-fln,ol I-l/U1 > 
XI’ a/&k&f1 W(s); sup W(s)> b/Jt; 
. n Lo.l/nl > 
(231 
where the last step follows by the independence of W(s) and W(-s). 
Recall that 
W(r) p crB,-t 
and for n 2 0 observe that 
B:: = &IB,,~ 
is also a two-dimensional Brownian motion with zero mean and variance 1 (Freed- 
man, 1971). So, assuming for convenience that u2= 1, we have 
SUP w(s) z sup ((B,,/fi)-s/n)2 sup (B,/&)-t/n 
,E,o.l,n] \~lO,fl .\E[O,I] 
(24) 
and 
sup W(S) 2 sup ((B,/fi)-s/n)s sup (B,/fi)+t/n. 
,Cl~l/tl,0] ,E[~l,O] si[-r,o] 
(25) 
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Analogously 
inf .st[O,1/n] W(s) 2 ,Yj;f,,(B.YIJ;;) - t/n, 
,5Elty;n,0, W(s) zG S$fO,(BSIJ;;) + t/n, 
and (23)-(27) imply that 
(26) 
(27) 
P( A”, n D’,) 3 P inf (B.,/&) + t/n < a/&; sup (B,/v’%) + t/n G b/d% 
st[~r,o] sr[-I,O] > 
x P (a/&) G ,,iEf,]( B,/fi) - t/n; sup ( Br/&) - t/n > b/&i 
S~[O,~l > 
= P riin~o, B, < a - t/v’%; 
( ’ 
sup B, s b - t/h 
.SG[-f.o] 
a + t/AS i:oft, B,; sup B, > b+ t/&i . 
st[O,t] 
Consequently 
(28) 
sup B, s b 
se[-I,O] 
xP 6i;f,, B,; sup B,>b 
.SE[O,I] > 
since both probabilities on the right-hand side of (28) increase as n -+ CO. 
To conclude that 
lim sup P(A’, n D’,) > 0 
n 
we observe that for every E > 0, 
limsupP(A’,nD’,)>P 
” 
a-.z~~i_?~,B,~sup B,sb;B_,E(a--&,a) 
[-WI > 
and since 
XP a”[!; B,s sup B,<b+E; B,E(b, b+E) 
.f rt[O,tl > 
P a<$,$ B,S sup B,y~ b; B,E J >O 
scro,r1 > 
for every subinterval J c [a, b], J # 0 (see Freedman, 1971), we have 
lim sup P(A’, n LIZ) > 0. 
n 
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Therefore 
liminf(A,uD,) <l 
n > 
and by Blumenthal O-l law 
P(C)sP liminf(A,,uD,) 
( 
=O. 
,1 
That is, for a.e. w E E, there exists an interval Z(w) = [m(w), M(w)] with m <O< M, 
satisfying (15). So, 
lim(l/log n) log P,,w(&) n-u? 
Gmax a(w)- 
{ ,“;$ti+,,, w(‘)~[,l,~a~,,~~l W(y)-A(w) 1 . 
(29) 
This concludes the proof of the upper bound. 
Unfortunately the lower and upper bound for lim,,, E log PA(&) are not the 
same (compare (12) and (29)). We think that the upper bound is closer to the limit 
than the lower bound, but we could not improve the latter. 
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